Understanding the resistance mechanism of penicillin binding protein 1a mutant against cefotaxime using molecular dynamic simulation.
Antibiotic resistance is a threatening challenge for global health, as the expansion of resistance to current antibiotics has made serious therapeutic problems. Genome mutations are key evolutionary mechanisms conferring antibiotic resistance in bacterial pathogens. For example, penicillin and cephalosporins resistance is mostly mediated by mutations in penicillin binding proteins to change the affinity of the drug. Accordingly, threonine point mutations were reported to develop antibiotic resistance in various bacterial infections including pneumococcal infections. In this study, conventional molecular dynamics simulations, umbrella sampling simulations and MM/GBSA free energy calculations were applied to figure out how the Threonine to Alanine mutation (T to A) at STMK motif affects the binding of cefotaxime to Penicillin Binding Protein 1a and to reveal the resistance mechanism induced by the T to A mutation. The results obtained from the computational methods demonstrate that the T to A mutation increases the flexibility of the binding pocket and changes its conformation, which leads to increased conformational entropy change (-TΔS) and attenuates the bonds between the ligand and the receptor. In brief, our findings indicate that both of the alterations of the conformational enthalpy and entropy contribute to the T to A-induced resistance in the binding of cefotaxime into penicillin binding protein 1a.